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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 My name is Wendy Susan Anne Saunders.  I hold the position of Senior 

Natural Hazards Planner at GNS Science.  I have been in this position 

since January 2005. 

1.2 This is the fourth statement of evidence that I have prepared in relation to 

the Christchurch Replacement District Plan ("Replacement Plan").  My first 

statement of evidence, dated 20 February 2015, was provided for the 

hearing into the Stage 1 Natural Hazards Proposal (the "Stage 1 

Proposal").1  My second statement of evidence, dated 23 June 2015, 

related to the natural hazards definitions in Proposal 2: Definitions (Part).2  I 

also provided revised rebuttal evidence, dated 20 January 2016, in respect 

of the Hearings Panel's reconsideration of a certification regime within Cliff 

Collapse Management Areas for the Stage 1 Proposal.3  I continue to hold 

the views expressed in those statements of evidence. 

1.3 A summary of my qualifications and relevant past experience is set out in 

paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 of my first statement of evidence and Attachment A 

to that evidence. 

1.4 I have been engaged by the Crown, through the Canterbury Earthquake 

Recovery Authority ("CERA"), to provide planning evidence in relation to 

the Crown's submission on Proposal 5 – Natural Hazards (Part) (the "Stage 

3 Proposal"). 

1.5 I have been providing the Crown with my expertise in relation to the 

Replacement Plan, including coordinating and contributing to the 

formulation of the Crown's Stage 1 and Stage 3 submissions (as well as the 

natural hazards definitions in Proposal 2), since September 2014. 

1.6 I also participated, on the Crown's behalf, in mediation in respect of the 

Stage 3 Proposal held on 14 and 15 December 2015. 

                                                
1
 http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/495-Crown-Wendy-Saunders-Natural-Hazards-20-

2-15.pdf.  My evidence addressed risk-based land use planning for natural hazards; the current national state of 
planning for natural hazards; an 'all-hazard' approach to risk-based planning; the precautionary approach; effects-
based as opposed to risk-based planning; resilience and sustainable management; explanations for risk-related 
language in the Stage 1 Proposal; and specific matters relating to that Proposal. 
2
 http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/495-Crown-Evidence-Wendy-Saunders-Definitions-

23-6-15.pdf. 
3
 http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/495-Crown-Revised-Rebuttal-Evidence-of-Dr-

Wendy-Saunders-20-1-2016.pdf. 
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2. CODE OF CONDUCT 

2.1 I confirm that I have read the code of conduct for expert witnesses as 

contained in the Environment Court’s Practice Note 2014.  I have complied 

with the practice note when preparing my written statement of evidence, 

and will do so when I give oral evidence before the Hearings Panel.   

2.2 The data, information, facts and assumptions I have considered in forming 

my opinions are set out in my evidence to follow.  The reasons for the 

opinions expressed are also set out in the evidence to follow. 

2.3 Unless I state otherwise, this evidence is within my sphere of expertise and 

I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or 

detract from the opinions that I express. 

3. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE AND MATTERS CONSIDERED 

3.1 As noted above, I have been asked to provide planning evidence in relation 

to the Crown's submission on the Stage 3 Proposal.  My evidence 

addresses the following matters: 

(a) the principal themes and key points from the Crown's submission on 

the Stage 3 Proposal; 

(b) a brief summary of the changes to the Stage 3 Proposal 

recommended by Ruth Evans for the Christchurch City Council (the 

"Council") in response to the Crown's submission, which I support; 

(c) the residual points of disagreement between my views and those of 

Ms Evans, where the Crown seeks further revision of the Stage 3 

Proposal; and 

(d) consistency with the statutory framework, including alignment of the 

Stage 3 Proposal with the Resource Management Act 1991 ("RMA"), 

the Statement of Expectations ("SOE"), and relevant higher order 

planning instruments. 

3.2 In preparing this evidence I have considered the evidence filed on behalf of 

the Council in respect of the Stage 3 Proposal, in particular that of Ms 

Evans dated 21 January 2016. 

3.3 I have also revisited other relevant evidence provided to the Hearings Panel 

in relation to the Stage 1 Proposal, including: 
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(a) the statement of evidence of Janice Carter for the Council dated 13 

February 2015;4 and 

(b) the evidence-in-chief of Andrew Willis for the Crown dated 20 

February 2015.5 

3.4 I have also read: 

(a) the statement of evidence of Andrew Long for the Council in respect 

of Proposal 8: Subdivision, Development and Earthworks (Stage 2), 

dated 5 October 2015;6 

(b) the second statement of evidence of Helen Anderson for the Crown 

in respect of Proposal 8: Subdivision, Development and Earthworks 

(Stage 2), dated 14 October 20157 (and have had discussions with 

Ms Anderson regarding earthworks provisions);  

(c) the Hearings Panel's 'Decision 1 – Strategic Directions and Strategic 

Outcomes' dated 26 February 2015, with particular regard to the 

natural hazards objective; 

(d) the Hearings Panel's decision on the Stage 1 Proposal, 'Decision 6 

– Natural Hazards (Part) (and Relevant Definitions and Associated 

Planning Maps)' dated 17 July 2015 (the "Stage 1 Decision"); 

(e) the SOE; 

(f) the Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch – Mahere 

Haumanutanga o Waitaha; 

(g) the Land Use Recovery Plan – Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Tāone 

("LURP"); and 

(h) the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement ("CRPS"). 

                                                
4
 http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/310-CCC-Ms-Janice-Carter-Natural-Hazards-13-2-

15.pdf. 
5
 http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/495-Crown-Andrew-Willis-Natural-Hazards-20-2-

15.pdf. 
6
 http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/2123-CCC-Subdivision-Andrew-Long-Evidence-5-

10-2015.pdf.  
7
http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/2387-Crown-Evidence-of-H-Anderson-14-10-2015-

.pdf.  
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4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

4.1 The Crown sought through its submission on the Stage 3 Proposal to 

ensure that the Proposal is properly integrated with the Stage 1 Decision, 

as well as various specific points of relief. 

4.2 I attach as Appendix 1 a table that summarises each of the Crown’s 

submission points, the relief sought, and the outcome (in terms of 

recommended changes to the Stage 3 Proposal) as presented in Ms Evans' 

evidence for the Council, including where further consideration or 

amendment is required.8 

4.3 Many of the changes to the Stage 3 Proposal that are now proffered by Ms 

Evans are in line with the relief sought by the Crown and, in my view, better 

align the Proposal with the statutory and regulatory framework. 

4.4 The outstanding matters in dispute are relatively few, namely how to 

reconcile Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6 with Objective 5.1.1 of the 

Stage 1 Decision, an issue regarding enforceability of certain rules 

providing for earthworks as a permitted activity (namely Rules 5.8.9.1(P10), 

5.8.7.1(P11), and 5.8.6.1(P7)9), and a number of technical matters (some of 

which appear to be drafting discrepancies). 

4.5 Subject to appropriate resolution of those matters, in my view the Stage 3 

Proposal will achieve consistency with the statutory framework, including 

the SOE and relevant higher order planning instruments, and will achieve 

the purpose of the RMA. 

5. THE CROWN'S SUBMISSION ON THE STAGE 3 PROPOSAL 

5.1 Given that the Stage 1 Decision was released around the time that the 

Stage 3 Proposal was notified, the Stage 3 Proposal did not properly reflect 

or incorporate the outcomes expressed in the Stage 1 Decision.   

5.2 The Crown's submission on the Stage 3 Proposal therefore focused on 

achieving proper alignment and consistency with the Stage 1 Decision.  For 

example, the Crown's submission sought: 

(a) that duplicated provisions be consolidated across both Stages of 

Proposal 5; 

                                                
8
 The planning provisions in the table are listed in numerical order as per the original Crown submission.   

9
 I have listed these rules in the order in which they appear in the Revised Proposal, Attachment B to Ms Evans' 

evidence. 
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(b) consistency in the level of prescription, including through the 

introduction of a certification regime for the Te Waihora / Lake 

Ellesmere and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Floor Level and Fill 

Management Areas (now referred to as 'Flood Management Areas'); 

and 

(c) amended and updated cross-references. 

5.3 Other specific relief sought by the Crown included provisions enabling the 

maintenance and upgrade of existing roads in Flood Ponding Management 

Areas and the Waimakariri Flood Management Areas, maintenance and 

upgrade of the State Highway network in the Te Waihora / Lake Ellesmere 

and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Flood Management Areas, and repair, 

rebuild and maintenance of critical infrastructure. 

5.4 In my opinion the Crown’s proposed changes to the Stage 3 Proposal 

would better achieve Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.2 and the SOE, 

which both seek the removal of unnecessary regulation, reduction in the 

reliance on resource consents (for this Proposal through certification), and 

reduction in the prescriptiveness of rules in the Replacement Plan.  In my 

view the changes therefore would also better meet those provisions and 

achieve the sustainable management purpose of the RMA through 

objectives, policies and rules that encourage avoidance of natural hazards 

and protecting people, property and the environment from unacceptable 

risks. 

5.5 I therefore consider, in terms of analysing the relief sought by the Crown in 

terms of section 32 of the RMA, that the Crown's proposed changes to the 

provisions to manage natural hazards outlined in its submission on the 

Stage 3 Proposal represent the most appropriate way to achieve the 

objectives outlined in the Strategic Directions Chapter (including that 

specific to natural hazards)10 and the SOE. 

6. CHANGES PROPOSED IN LINE WITH THOSE SOUGHT BY THE 

CROWN 

6.1 Ms Evans' evidence identifies a number of proposed changes to the Stage 

3 Proposal in response to submissions, including that of the Crown. 

                                                
10

 Notwithstanding the discussion around Strategic Objective 3.3.6 in paras 7.2-7.7 of this evidence. 
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6.2 In broad terms these proposed changes provide for the principal relief 

sought by the Crown, namely the effective integration of the Stage 3 

Proposal with the Stage 1 Decision.  Examples of these proposed changes 

include: 

(a) an update to Rule 5.3.1 to provide for the minimum floor level 

certification regime to apply in Rural Zones, Specific Purpose 

Zones, Open Space Zones, and Central City Zones;11 

(b) extension of the certification regime to the Te Waihora / Lake 

Ellesmere and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Flood Management Area, 

and updating of the associated restricted discretionary activities12 

(although I note below an apparent disagreement about the deletion 

of matter of discretion 5.8.9.5(RD4(d)); 

(c) provision for certification in respect of the Waimakariri Flood 

Management Area;13 

(d) carrying through a rule relating to repair of land used for residential 

purposes to additional zones, namely the Rural, Central City 

Residential, and Central City Guest Accommodation Zones;14 

(e) likewise updating the Liquefaction Hazard rules for the Central City 

Zones;15 and 

(f) updating the general procedures and information requirements.16 

6.3 Ms Evans' view17 is that Policy 5.3.3 (Protection of flood storage and 

overflow areas) can be deleted, as it repeats Policy 5.2.2.1(e).  I agree.18 

6.4 I support these changes, which in my view would result in significant 

improvements to the Stage 3 Proposal, including through improved 

formatting and avoidance of repetition.  The changes provide significantly 

greater clarity as to how the Replacement Plan regulates the use and 

development of land for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating natural 

hazards, as required in point (h) of the SOE. 

                                                
11

 Evidence of Ruth Evans, 21 January 2016, at paragraphs 5.6, 5.7, and 5.9. 
12

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraphs 5.11 to 5.13 and 8.6. 
13

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 5.16. 
14

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 5.36. 
15

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 5.37. 
16

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 5.40. 
17

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 5.5. 
18

 I note from the section 32 report (Attachment C to the evidence of Ms Evans), at page 6, that Rule 5.8.6 relies 
on Policy 5.3.3, so the section 32 report should be read as cross-referring back to Policy 5.2.2.1(e) rather than 
5.3.3. 
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6.5 I also strongly support Ms Evans' suggestion19 that the Hearings Panel 

consider amending the provision numbers in the Proposal, and associated 

cross-referencing, to make them sequential.  This would greatly improve the 

usability and clarity of the Proposal. 

6.6 Ms Evans has also recommended changes to give effect to other relief 

sought by the Crown, including: 

(a) to allow for the repair, rebuild, and maintenance of critical 

infrastructure and associated ancillary structures as a permitted 

activity;20 and 

(b) to provide that a change in use resulting in increased occupancy of 

a site within High Flood Hazard Management Areas is a non-

complying activity.21 

6.7 I also support these proposed changes, because: 

(a) in respect of critical infrastructure, they go some way to 

implementing Policy 5.2.1.3(b), which enables critical infrastructure 

to be designed, maintained, and managed to function to the extent 

practicable during and after natural hazard events, and (c) which 

recognises the benefits of infrastructure and the need for its repair, 

maintenance, and ongoing use in areas affected by natural hazards 

(note however my comments in respect of related earthworks at 

paragraph 7.20(c) below); and 

(b) in respect of the change in use issue, the proposed changes 

implement Policy 5.2.2.1(b), which is to avoid subdivision, use, or 

development in areas where there is a high flood hazard, where it 

will increase the potential risk to people's safety, wellbeing, and 

property. 

6.8 A further matter addressed in Ms Evans' evidence is the Crown's 

submission point seeking restricted discretionary activity status for new 

critical infrastructure within High Flood Hazard Management Areas.22  Since 

mediation on the 14 and 15 December 2015 I have been in further 

discussions with the Council and the NZTA regarding that rule, and I concur 

with Ms Evans that non-complying activity status for such activities is 

                                                
19

 At paragraph 5.2. 
20

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 5.30. 
21

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraphs 5.33 and 8.4. 
22

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 8.5. 
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appropriate.  The importance of critical infrastructure is appropriately 

reflected, in my view, in Policy 5.2.1.3 (forming part of the Stage 1 

Decision). 

6.9 Moreover, I support the evidence of Ms Evans recommending the rejection 

of submission point #3676.7, regarding the activity status of floor levels for 

spiritual activities, for the reasons she has given.23   

6.10 A further matter raised in the Crown's submission was a concern that 

overlaps between the hazard mapping (such as the various flood-related 

layers) and other mapping layers (for example, natural character areas and 

coastal environment), made understanding the provisions that apply to an 

area or site difficult. 

6.11 This issue has partly been resolved by the removal of the coastal hazard 

provisions and associated mapping.  Nonetheless, in my view, the Council 

should continue to take care to ensure that map layers remain clear so that 

users can correctly identify the appropriate zones, notations and overlays. 

7. RESIDUAL ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION 

Introduction 

7.1 In this section I identify and comment on the relatively few matters raised in 

the Crown's submission that remain at issue following the 

recommendations in Ms Evans' evidence, namely: 

(a) the relationship of Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6, which relates 

to natural hazards, with the almost-identical Objective 5.1.1(b) 

provided in the Stage 1 Decision; 

(b) the enforceability of various provisions relating to earthworks within 

areas subject to flood hazard; and 

(c) various technical matters that appear, in light of Ms Evans' 

evidence, to be a mix of drafting discrepancies and minor points of 

disagreement. 

Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6 and Objective 5.1.1 

7.2 As noted by the Hearings Panel in its Stage 1 Decision,24 Objective 5.1.1 

(as revised by the Panel) is very similar to Strategic Directions Objective 

                                                
23

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 7.19. 
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3.3.6.  The Hearings Panel therefore inserted a drafting note, 

accompanying Objective 5.1.1, that "in a later decision, the Panel may 

consider it appropriate to replace Objective 3.3.6 with Objective 5.1.1 for 

the coherency and consistency of the Plan."25 

7.3 Ms Evans has suggested changes to Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6 to 

make it almost identical to Objective 5.1.1(b) in the Stage 1 Decision.26 

7.4 While that would bring about greater consistency between the two 

objectives, it would lead to a situation where two provisions in the 

Replacement Plan largely duplicate each other (noting that the Strategic 

Directions Objectives have a special status of primacy over the other 

objectives in the Replacement Plan). 

7.5 The Hearings Panel may consider that duplication to be desirable – in terms 

of emphasising the importance of the objective – in the circumstances of 

the natural disasters from which Christchurch is recovering. 

7.6 Another option, which on balance would be my recommended course, 

would be to 'remove' Objective 5.5.1 and replace it with a drafting note 

referring readers of the Replacement Plan to Strategic Directions Objective 

3.3.6.  This cross-reference would provide context to the natural hazards 

policies and rules that follow in Chapter 5, while avoiding duplication within 

the Replacement Plan. 

7.7 A further option would be to remove Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6, or 

to amend it to make it higher-level, but this may cut across the Hearings 

Panel's decision on the Strategic Directions Proposal and serve to dilute the 

importance of the Objective overall, which in my view would not be 

desirable outcomes. 

Enforceability of permitted standards for earthworks 

7.8 The Stage 3 Proposal contains a number of different provisions setting 

permitted levels for earthworks in various areas subject to flood hazards.  

An issue raised in the Crown's submission is the need for "justified and 

reasonable" earthworks volumes and levels to be included in the Stage 3 

Proposal. 

                                                                                                                                   
24

 At paragraph 221. 
25

 Stage 1 Decision, footnote 1 on page 140. 
26

 Evidence of Ms Evans at paragraph 4.10. 
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7.9 While the updated section 32 report27 does not explicitly justify the 

earthworks volumes, in her evidence Ms Evans has noted that the 

"earthworks allowances are relatively low, which I consider appropriate in 

terms of the planning response to flood hazard management and the 

potential effects of earthworks on the flood hazard such as altering the flow 

of water and reducing storage capacity".  I agree that it is appropriate for a 

relatively low volume of earthworks to be provided for as a permitted activity 

in flood hazard areas. 

7.10 Ms Evans also notes that the earthworks provisions for Flood Management 

Areas are consistent with the rules applying to such Areas in the Stage 1 

Decision,28 and I agree that such consistency is important. 

7.11 In my view, however, the proposed wording of certain rules providing for 

earthworks as a permitted activity (namely Rules 5.8.9.1(P10), 

5.8.7.1(P11), and 5.8.6.1(P7)) gives rise to a potential issue regarding 

enforceability.  That is, those rules seek to limit the permitted volume of 

earthworks to a maximum cumulative total, calculated over a 10-year 

period, as follows: 

(a) Rule 5.8.9.1(P10) relates to 'other filling or excavation' within the Te 

Waihora / Lake Ellesmere and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Flood 

Management Areas, and provides for a maximum volume of filling of 

20m3 per site and a maximum cumulative volume of filling and 

excavation of 50m3 per site within any continuous period of 10 

years. 

(b) Rule 5.8.7.1(P11) relates to filling for the purposes of landscaping in 

association with domestic gardening within the Waimakariri Flood 

Management Area, and provides for a maximum volume of filling of 

10m3 per site in each case within any continuous period of 10 years. 

(c) Rule 5.8.6.1(P7) likewise relates to domestic gardening, but in Flood 

Ponding Management Areas, and provides for a maximum volume 

of filling above ground level of 20m3 per site, and a maximum 

cumulative volume of filling and excavation of 50m3 per site, in each 

case within any continuous period of 10 years. 

                                                
27

 Attachment C to Ms Evans' evidence. 
28

 At paragraph 8.3.  I note that different volumes apply within Flood Management Areas depending on the 
underlying zone.  For instance, a larger volume of earthworks is permitted in commercial and industrial zones than 
residential zones – compare rules 5.3.1.1(P13) and 5.3.1.1(P14) in the Stage 1 Decision. 
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7.12 I understand from Policy 5.2.2.1(e) that the intent of these rules is to ensure 

that filling in areas at risk of major flooding does not transfer flooding risk to 

other people, property, infrastructure or the natural environment.   

7.13 I also understand that the reference to the continuous 10-year period is 

intended to stop earthworks being undertaken incrementally, on a permitted 

basis, at volumes that would otherwise require resource consent.  I 

acknowledge that the Hearings Panel has endorsed the same 10-year 

formulation in the Stage 1 Decision, in Rule 5.3.1.1(P13 and P14).29 

7.14 Nonetheless, in my view such provisions could put in place a level of 

regulatory control that proves difficult to monitor and enforce.  Given that 

landowners are not required to submit information to the Council when 

undertaking earthworks on a permitted basis, it could be difficult for 

enforcement officers to ascertain what earthworks have taken place within a 

10-year period (particularly where ownership of the relevant property has 

changed during that time). 

7.15 While it is difficult to see a perfect solution to this issue, the Crown's 

position in respect of Proposal 8 has been to simplify the administrative 

issue by reducing the relevant time period, during which earthworks cannot 

exceed a specified volume without requiring consent, to 12 months.30 

7.16 On its face, such a reduction would allow higher-volume earthworks to be 

undertaken incrementally on a permitted basis, which might lead to the 

adverse environmental effects summarised above.  In my view, however, 

such effects could in turn largely be avoided by restricting the height (or 

depth31) of filling activities, and otherwise requiring fill not to impede the flow 

of surface water.  Such provisions are already included in other rules in the 

Stage 3 Proposal – see for example Rules 5.8.9.1(P10), 5.8.7.1(P10), and 

5.8.6.1(P4 to P6, and P8). 

7.17 With these safeguards, I consider that reducing the time period from 10 

years to 12 months would not compromise achievement of the objectives 

and policies relating to natural hazards, while limiting the regulatory control 

                                                
29

 These rules relate to 'any other filling or excavation' in residential, commercial, and industrial zones, within Flood 
Management Areas. 
30

 See the evidence of Helen Anderson for the Crown in respect of Proposal 8 dated 14 October 2015, for example 
at paragraphs 6.10 and 6.11.  I acknowledge that the Hearings Panel has not yet issued its decision in respect of 
Proposal 8.  Further, I prefer the reference to 12 months rather than one year (as sought by the Crown in respect 
of Proposal 8), to avoid confusion over when a one year period is, e.g. a calendar year, financial year (i.e. July to 
June), or from x date to y date (i.e. 12 months).   
31

 I note that there is an inconsistent use of the terms "height" and "depth" in the Stage 3 Proposal to refer to filling, 
and suggest that a consistent term be used throughout (my preference would be "height"). 
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that could create issues for the Council in terms of monitoring and 

enforcement. 

7.18 On balance, therefore, I recommend changes be made to the relevant 

provisions as follows: 

(a) Rule 5.8.9.1(P10) for other filling or excavation within the Te 

Waihora / Lake Ellesmere and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Flood 

Management Areas: (a) The maximum volume of filling shall be 

20m3 per site and a maximum cumulative volume of filling and 

excavation of 50m3 per site within any continuous period of 12 

months10 years.; and (b) The finished ground level does not impede 

the flow of surface water. 

(b) Rule 5.8.7.1(P11) for filling for the purposes of landscaping in 

association with domestic gardening within the Waimakariri Flood 

Management Area: (a) The maximum volume of filling shall be 10m3 

per site in each case within any continuous period of 12 months 10 

years; and (b) The finished ground level is to within 200mm of 

natural ground level, and does not impede the flow of surface water. 

(c) Rule 5.8.6.1(P7) relating to domestic gardening in Flood Ponding 

Management Areas:  (a) A maximum volume of filling above ground 

level of 20m3 per site, and a maximum cumulative volume of filling 

and excavation of 50m3 per site, in each case within any continuous 

period of 12 months 10 years.; and (b) The finished ground level is 

to within 200mm of natural ground level, and does not impede the 

flow of surface water.  

Other drafting discrepancies or points of disagreement 

7.19 I have sought to reconcile the evidence of Ms Evans, and in particular the 

changes she describes as being in line with the Crown's submission, with 

her Attachment A – Submission Accept/Reject Table, and Attachment B – 

Revised Proposal.  In doing so I have noted a number of technical matters 

that may, in light of Ms Evans' evidence, be drafting discrepancies, and also 

some minor points with which I disagree and which should be considered 

further.   
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7.20 These matters, and the ways in which the Stage 3 Proposal (or 

accompanying section 32 report) should be amended further, in my view, 

are as follows:32 

(a) While Ms Evans has not provided this drafting, I support her 

suggestion33 that Rule 5.3.1 be amended so it expressly extends to 

Rural Zones, Specific Purpose Zones, and Open Space Zones.  

This would avoid the need for Rule 5.8.4, which has the same effect.  

(b) Similarly, Rule 5.8.5 (repair of land) has been updated to include 

Rural Zones, the Central City Residential Zone and the Central City 

Guest Accommodation Zone.  However, repetition still exists 

between Rule 5.8.5 and 5.8.2, and I therefore recommend that Rule 

5.8.5 be deleted, and that Rule 5.8.2 (re-numbered as 5.3.2 in the 

Stage 1 Decision) be amended to include Rural Zones, the Central 

City Residential Zone and the Central City Guest Accommodation 

Zone. 

(c) As noted at paragraph 5.30 of Ms Evans' evidence, the Crown 

sought that the repair, rebuild, and maintenance of critical 

infrastructure and associated ancillary structures be provided for as 

a permitted activity.  While this has been provided for in Ms Evans' 

amended Rule 5.8.8.1(P3), the Crown also sought that earthworks 

associated with those repair and maintenance works be permitted.  I 

recommend that the following words be added to that Rule:  "(…) of 

critical infrastructure, including earthworks, and associated ancillary 

structures." 

(d) In Rule 5.8.9, relating to Te Waihora / Lake Ellesmere and Te 

Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Floor Level and Fill Management Area 

Activities and earthworks, RD4 in its entirety has been deleted.  I 

understand that this may be to seek consistency with the Stage 1 

Decision provisions, as outlined in the evidence of Ms Evans.34   

However, the Crown sought that matter for discretion RD4(d) be 

retained;  RD4(d) relates to "effects on access, character, ecology 

and amenity, and on sites of archaeological and cultural value, 

including (i) any adverse effects or benefits for public access, 

                                                
32

 Note that the issues outlined below are listed in numerical order of the provisions, to be consistent with the 
Crown's submission on the Stage 3 Proposal and the table in Appendix 1. 
33

 At paragraph 5.6. 
34

 At paragraph 5.13. 
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natural character, or ecology of waterways and wetland areas; (ii) 

any adverse effects on amenity values including dust nuisance, 

visual impact, noise, vibration and traffic associated with the filling or 

excavation; (iii) effects on sites of archaeological value including 

consideration of the need to impose an Accidental Discovery 

Protocol".  Deletion of that matter for discretion, in my view, gives 

rise to a potential regulatory gap, because the Te Waihora / Lake 

Ellesmere and Te Wairewa / Lake Forsyth Flood Management Area 

overlays Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes Areas, and 

the earthworks rules that apply within those areas do not apply 

within Flood Management Areas (per Rule 8.8.2 in Proposal 8, as 

notified). 

While I accept that the decision on Proposal 8 has not yet been 

issued, in my view care is required to ensure that no gap is 

inadvertently created.  The matter for discretion could be reinstated 

in Rule 5.8.9.5, or inserted into Rule 5.3.1.5 (noting that there are 

unlikely to be any Outstanding Natural Features and Landscape 

Areas in residential, commercial, or industrial zones) or Rule 5.8.4.4 

if it is intended to have more general effect. 

7.21 In my view the changes I have recommended to the Stage 3 Proposal 

above would provide additional efficiencies and are the most appropriate 

way to achieve Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6 and the other objectives 

in the Replacement Plan. 

8. CONSISTENCY WITH THE STATUTORY FRAMEWORK 

Introduction 

8.1 The evidence presented in respect of the Stage 1 Proposal by Mr Andrew 

Willis (for the Crown35) and Ms Janice Carter (for the Council36) explained 

the intent behind the Stage 1 Proposal and its consistency with relevant 

RMA requirements and higher order documents (including the LURP, 

CRPS, and SOE).  The Hearings Panel in its Stage 1 Decision set out the 

changes made to the Stage 1 Proposal and explained in detail how those 

                                                
35

 Evidence of Andrew Willis dated 20 February 2015 (http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/495-Crown-Andrew-Willis-Natural-Hazards-20-2-15.pdf). 
36

 Evidence of Janice Carter dated 13 February 2015 (http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/310-CCC-Ms-Janice-Carter-Natural-Hazards-13-2-15.pdf). 
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changes had the effect of better aligning the Proposal with those 

instruments.37 

8.2 For the purposes of this evidence I do not repeat that reasoning or carry out 

an in-depth analysis of the various documents, but rather highlight below 

some key provisions from the SOE and LURP that I consider relevant to the 

Stage 3 Proposal.   

8.3 Overall I consider that the Stage 3 Proposal, incorporating the changes 

outlined in my evidence above, will further improve the policy direction and 

regulation relating to areas subject to natural hazards and will serve to 

strengthen the conclusions reached by the Hearings Panel in its Stage 1 

Decision.  

Statement of Expectations 

8.4 Point (b) of the SOE records the expectation that the Replacement Plan will 

contain objectives and policies that clearly state the outcomes that are 

intended for the Christchurch district.  I consider that the amendments I 

have recommended above and in the Table in Appendix 1 to remove or 

reduce duplication between Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.6 and 

Objective 5.1.1 will strengthen the clarity of the outcomes intended (as will 

other proposed changes to remove duplication, such as in respect of Rule 

5.8.4 and Rule 5.8.5). 

8.5 Point (h) of the SOE requires the Replacement Plan to set a clear direction 

on the use and development of land for the purpose of avoiding or 

mitigating natural hazards.  In my opinion, the Stage 3 Proposal (with 

additional amendments as outlined in my evidence) provides clarity in this 

regard, for example by extending the minimum floor level certification 

regime, clarifying rules, and providing consistency with the Stage 1 

Decision. 

Land Use Recovery Plan – Te Mahere Whakahaumanu Tāone 

8.6 The LURP provides a number of actions, land use policies and rules to 

assist the rebuilding and recovery of communities and achieve the vision of 

the Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch – Mahere Haumanutanga o 

Waitaha.  Under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011, any 

                                                
37

 See for example paragraph [491]. 
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decisions or recommendations made in relation to the Replacement Plan 

must not be inconsistent with a recovery plan – in this case, the LURP. 

8.7 Mr Willis' evidence in respect of the Stage 1 Proposal38 outlines the 

sections of the LURP that were relevant for the Stage 1 Proposal, being 

Section 3.3.1 (a clear planning framework); Section 4.5 (natural hazards 

and environmental constraints), and an action for the Council to provide for 

the protection of people from risks in high hazard areas (Action 42).  I 

concur with Mr Willis' analysis, and in my opinion the Stage 3 Proposal 

(with the amendments proposed in this evidence) likewise addresses and is 

not inconsistent with these matters.  

Resource Management Act 1991 

8.8 In my view the Stage 3 Proposal promotes the sustainable management 

purpose of the RMA, while providing the framework to avoid or mitigate. 

natural hazards. 

9. CONCLUSION 

9.1 In my opinion, the revised Stage 3 Proposal included in Ms Evans' evidence 

is a significant improvement on the notified version.  Notwithstanding this, I 

have recommended further improvements for consideration. 

9.2 This evidence and the table in Appendix 1 outline my position on the 

outstanding points of disagreement between Ms Evans and I.  I am of the 

opinion that the changes I have proposed will further enhance the clarity of 

the Replacement Plan by reducing duplication and improving consistency to 

the Proposal.   

9.3 In doing so, I am of the opinion the revised Stage 3 Proposal will better 

meet the objectives of the SOE, the Recovery Strategy for Greater 

Christchurch – Mahere Haumanutanga o Waitaha, the LURP, and the 

CRPS, and achieve the purpose of the RMA. 

 

Wendy Susan Anne Saunders 
2 February 2016  

                                                
38

 Evidence of Mr Willis dated 20 February 2015, at paragraphs 6.6 to 6.9 (http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/495-Crown-Andrew-Willis-Natural-Hazards-20-2-15.pdf). 
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APPENDIX 1 – TABLE SUMMARISING THE CROWN'S SUBMISSION POINTS, 

THE RELIEF SOUGHT, AND CURRENT STATUS (IN LIGHT OF MS EVANS' 

EVIDENCE) 

 

(Overleaf)
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Provision Decision Sought A, 
A(P), R 

Ms Evans Reference 
Paragraph    Table     Chapter 

Comment / Further Submission 

Policy 5.3.3 Protection 
of flood storage and 
overflow areas 

Retain the intent of the policy as notified.  That is, that the 
policy applies to all areas at risk of flooding in a major flood 
event, not just urban areas. 
 

A 5.4 – 5.5  pg.9 Pg 9 According to para 5.5 of Ms Evans 
evidence, Pol 5.3.3 can be deleted, as it 
repeats Policy 5.2.2.1(e), which I agree 
with. In the s32 (pg 6), Rule 5.8.6 relies 
on Policy 5.3.3, and so the s32 should 
cross reference back to Policy 5.2.2.1(e), 
rather than 5.3.3. 
 
Amend s32 page 6 to cross reference to 
Policy 5.2.2.1(e) rather than 5.3.3. 
 
Refer Saunders evidence para 6.3. 

Rule 5.8.4  
Rural Zones, Specific 
Purpose Zones and 
Open Space Zones 
Activities and 
earthworks in Floor 
Level and Fill 
Management Areas 

Delete Rule 5.8.4;  
Rural zones, Specific Purpose Zones and Open Space Zones – 
Activities and earthworks in Floor Level and Fill Management 
Areas  
 
Amend Rule 5.8.1 (re-numbered as Rule 5.3.1 in the Stage 1 
Natural Hazards Decision) so that it also applies to all Rural 
Zones, Specific Purpose Zones and Open Space Zones: 
Residential, commercial, industrial, rural, specific purpose 
and open space zones  -activities and earthworks in the 
Flood Management and Floor Level and Fill Management 
Areas. 

A(P) 
 

5.6 pg.48 Pg 12, 
18 

As per para 5.6 of Ms Evans evidence, 
Rule 5.8.4 cross references to Rule 
5.3.1.  The wording in 5.3.1 has not 
been updated to include  Rural Zones, 
Specific Purpose Zones and Open Space 
Zones, as outlined in para 5.6 of Ms 
Evans evidence. 
However, rule not deleted or cross 
referenced.  This will avoid repetition 
between the two rules and improve 
clarity. 
 
Delete Rule 5.8.4 
 
Amend Rule 5.3.1 include Rural zones, 
Specific Purpose Zones, and Open Space 
Zones. 
 
Refer Saunders evidence para 7.20(a). 
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Provision Decision Sought A, 
A(P), R 

Ms Evans Reference 
Paragraph    Table     Chapter 

Comment / Further Submission 

Rule 5.8.5  
Repair of land used for 
residential purposes in 
Rural Zones damaged 
by earthquakes within a 
Floor Level and Fill 
Management Area 

Delete Rule 5.8.5;  
Repair of land used for residential purposes in Rural Zones 
damaged by earthquakes within a Floor Level and Fill 
Management Area 
 
Amend Rule 5.8.2 (re-numbered as Rule 5.3.2 in the Stage 1 
Natural Hazards Decision) so that it also applies to all Rural 
Zones: 
Repair the land use for residential and rural zone purposes 
damaged by the earthquakes within a Floor Level and Fill 
Management Area 

A 
 

5.36 pg.50 Pg 42 5.8.5 has been updated to include Rural 
Zones, Central City Residential Zone and 
Central City Guest Accommodation 
Zone.  Repetition still exists between 
Rule 5.8.5 and 5.8.2.   
 
Delete Rule 5.8.5 
 
Amend Rule 5.3.2 to include Rural 
Zones, Central City Residential Zone and 
Central City Guest Accommodation 
Zone.   
 
Refer Saunders evidence para 6.2(d), 
7.20(b). 

Amend Proposal 5 to: 
(ii) include earthworks volumes and levels that are justified 
and reasonable 

R 5.36 pg.50  Refer Saunders evidence paras 7.8 – 
7.18. 
 

Rule 5.8.6 Activities and 
earthworks in Flood 
Ponding Management 
Areas 

Retain the general structure of the rules that apply in Flood 
Ponding Management Areas. 

A  
 

5.20-5.22 pg.64 Pg 34 No further action required. 

Rule 5.8.6.1 (P8) Retain Rule 5.8.6.1(P8). A   pg.80 Pg 34 No further action required. 

Rule 5.8.6.3 Flood 
Ponding Management 
Areas 

Delete the following statement included in the column 
headed ‘The Council’s discretion shall be limited to the 
following matters’: 
Matters below are from operative plan and to be reviewed 

A  Pg.84 Pg 35 No further action required. 

Rule 5.8.7 Waimakariri 
Flood Level and Fill 
Management Area 
Activities and 
earthworks 

Retain the general structure of the rules that apply in the 
Waimakariri Flood Level and Fill Management Area. 

A(P) 5.15-5.18 pg.86 Pg 24 No further action required. 

Amend Proposal 5 to: 
include earthworks volumes and levels that are justified and 
reasonable 

R 5.15-5.18 pg.86  Refer Saunders evidence, paras 7.8 – 
7.18. 
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Provision Decision Sought A, 
A(P), R 

Ms Evans Reference 
Paragraph    Table     Chapter 

Comment / Further Submission 

Decision Sought: The Crown seeks that the justification for 
earthworks volumes and levels is made clear, and that the 
final volume and/or levels included in the Replacement Plan 
are appropriate.  

A(P) 5.15-5.18 pg.85  Refer Saunders evidence, paras 7.8 – 
7.18. 

Rule 5.8.7.1 (P12) Retain Rule 5.8.7.1(P12). A  
 

 pg.88 Pg 25 No further action required. 

Rule 5.8.8  
High Flood Hazard 
Management Areas 
Activities and 
earthworks 

Retain Rule 5.8.8.2 NC1 and NC2. A  5.28 pg.88 
 

Pg 37, 
38 

Renumbered to 5.8.8.4.  NC2 has an 
exception added to it:  “except as 
provided for by 5.8.8.1”, which is in 
regards to the replacement or repair of 
buildings.   
 
No further action required. 

Delete the word ‘earthworks’ from the heading of Rule 
5.8.8. 

A  pg.102 Pg 37 No further action required. 

Add a new non-complying activity to Rule 5.8.8.2 as follows: 
NC3 Changes in use of a site that increase the occupancy of 
the site. 

A  5.33 pg.122 Pg 38 NC4 has been added for changes of use 
of a site that increase the occupancy of 
the site. 
No further action required. 
Refer Saunders evidence para 6.6(b), 
6.7(b).  

Add a new permitted activity in Rule 5.8.8.1 as follows: 
Repair, rebuild and maintenance of critical infrastructure 
including earthworks, and associated ancillary structures. 
 

A(P) 
 

5.30 pg.121  Earthworks have not been included in 
P3:   “Repair, rebuild and maintenance 
of critical infrastructure and associated 
ancillary structures”. 
 
Amend 5.8.8.1 P3 to include earthworks 
 
Refer Saunders evidence para 6.6(a), 
6.7 (a), 7.20(c).  

Add a new restricted discretionary activity in Rule 5.8.8.1 as 
follows: 
RD1 New critical infrastructure. 

R  
 

5.30 pg.121 Pg 37 New critical infrastructure remains a 
non-complying activity, and after 
discussions with the NZTA and Council I 
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Provision Decision Sought A, 
A(P), R 

Ms Evans Reference 
Paragraph    Table     Chapter 

Comment / Further Submission 

 support this. 
 
No further action required. 
 
Refer Saunders evidence para 6.8. 

Rule 5.8.9 
Te Waihora/ Lake 
Ellesmere and Te 
Wairewa/Lake Forsyth 
Floor Level and Fill 
Management Area 
Activities and 
earthworks 

Retain the general structure of Rule 5.8.9. A 
 

5.11-5.13 pg.123 Pg 19 No further action required. 

Add certification of floor levels, as for Rule 5.3.1 of the Stage 
1 Natural Hazards Decision 
 
Add a new permitted activity into Rule 5.8.9.1 for: New 
buildings located within Te Wairewa/Lake Forsyth Floor 
Level and Fill Management Area 

A 
 
 
 
A 

5.12 
 
 
8.7 

pg.124 
 
 
pg.124 

Pg 21 
 
 
P 20 

No further action required. 
Refer Saunders evidence para 6.2(a) 
and (b). 
 
P11 - “new buildings outside the Fixed 
Minimum Floor Level Overlay unless 
specified in P3, P4, P5, P6 or P7 in rule 
5.8.9.1” 
 
This is considered appropriate as it is for 
new building outside the FMFLA (now 
Flood Management Area). 
No further action required. 

Add a new Activity Specific Standard for the new permitted 
activity: Minimum floor levels shall be the level specified in 
the Minimum Floor Level Certificate (refer to Rule x). 

A 5.12 pg.124 Pg 20 P11(a) stipulates this. 
No further action required. 

Add a new rule for Minimum Floor Level Certificates within 
Rule 5.8.9 that replicates Rule 5.3.1.2 of the Stage 1 Natural 
Hazards Decision 

A 5.12 pg.123 Pg 21 Rule 5.8.9.2.  
No further action required. 
 

Delete the note attached to matter of discretion (a) of RD1-3 
of Rule 5.8.9.3 as follows: Note: Where the applicant accepts 
the minimum floor level provided by Council, no further 
matters need to be considered. Otherwise, the following 
matters will be considered 

A   pg.125 Pg 21 Renumbered as 5.8.9.5. 
No further action required. 

Delete the note about recession plane breaches at the end 
of the table in Rule 5.8.9.1; and 

A 
 

 pg.124 
 

Pg 20 
 

No further action required. 
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Provision Decision Sought A, 
A(P), R 

Ms Evans Reference 
Paragraph    Table     Chapter 

Comment / Further Submission 

 
Add a new rule that replicates Rule 5.3.1.3 in the Stage 1 
Natural Hazards Decision. 
 
5.3.1.3 Exemptions for daylight recession planes in the Flood 
Management Area: 
a. With regard to P1 and P2 in Rule 5.3.1.1, the applicable 
daylight recession plane in residential zones shall be 
determined as if the ground level at the relevant boundary 
was the minimum floor level set in the activity specific 
standards in Rule 5.3.1.1, or natural ground level, whichever 
is higher. 
b. With regard to P3 and P4 in Rule 5.3.1.1, the applicable 
daylight recession plane in residential zones shall be 
determined as if the ground level at the relevant boundary 
was the minimum floor level specified in the Minimum Floor 
Level Certificate issued under Rule 5.3.1.2, or natural ground 
level, whichever is higher. 
c. For the purposes of a and b above, the applicable daylight 

 
A  

 
pg.125 

 
Pg 21 

 
5.8.9.3 Exemptions for daylight 
recession planes in the Flood 
Management Area added similar to 
those in 5.3.1.3. 
 
No further action required. 

Delete matter of discretion (d) of RD1-3 in Rule 5.8.9.3 as 
follows: Any adverse effects of the scale and nature of the 
building and its location in relation to neighbouring 
buildings, including effects on the privacy of neighbouring 
properties as a result of the difference between minimum 
and proposed floor levels, and effects on streetscape. 

A  5.13 pg.125 Pg 22 Renumbered 5.8.9.5. Deletion 
completed. 
No further action required. 

Delete matter of discretion (c)(i) of RD4 in Rule 5.8.9.3 as 
follows: Effects on privacy of neighbouring properties and 
effects on streetscape. 

A(P)  
 

5.13 pg.125 Pg 23 RD4 deleted in entirety, but 5.8.9.3 
RD4(d) still required.  
 
Refer Saunders evidence para 7.20(d). Retain matter of discretion 5.8.9.3 RD4 (d).  A(P),  5.11-5.14 pg.125 Pg 23 

Rule 5.8.9.1 
X – New permitted 
activity 

Add a new permitted activity into Rule 5.8.9.1 as follows: 

Activity Activity 
Specific 
Standard 

A 5.11-5.14 pg.125 Pg 20 P13 added. 
 
No further action required. 
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Provision Decision Sought A, 
A(P), R 

Ms Evans Reference 
Paragraph    Table     Chapter 

Comment / Further Submission 

PX Filling or excavation 
for the maintenance 
or upgrade of 
existing roads on 
legal road. 

a. The works 
shall not 
impede the 
flow of 
surface 
water. 

 

Rule 5.10.1 Activity 
status for Port Hills and 
Banks Peninsula Slope 
Instability Management 
Areas 

Retain the cross-references to other rules in the 
Replacement Plan for activities (b), (h) and (i) located within 
the Remainder of Port Hills and Banks Peninsula Slope 
Instability Management Area, in the table in Rule 5.10.1. 
 
Add cross-references to the appropriate other rules in the 
Replacement Plan for activities (h), (j), (l), and (m) located 
within the Remainder of Port Hills and Banks Peninsula Slope 
Instability Management Area, in Table 5.5.1.1.a in the Stage 
1 Natural Hazards Decision. A similar cross-reference to that 
used for activities (h) and (i) in the table in Rule 5.10.1 is 
suggested: Refer to relevant chapters with zone and/or 
district-wide provisions applying to the sites within this area. 

A 2.5(c) 
5.39 

pg.6 Pg 54 
 
 
 
 
Pg 54- 
57 

5.5.1.1.1a – Table for activity status. 
Cross references retained. 
No further action required. 
 
 
Cross referencing included. 
No further action required. 
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